Is Hydrogen Diffusion along Grain Boundaries Fast or Slow? Atomistic Origin and Mechanistic Modeling.
We perform comprehensive first-principles calculations and kinetic Monte Carlo simulations to explicitly elucidate the distinct roles of grain boundaries (GBs) in affecting hydrogen (H) diffusion in fcc nickel (Ni). We demonstrate the transition between slow and fast H diffusion along the GB with an abrupt change in H diffusivity. Low-angle GBs are shown to comprise isolated high-barrier regions to trap and inhibit H diffusion, with H diffusivity well prescribed by the classical trapping model, while high-angle GBs are shown to provide interconnected low-barrier channels to facilitate H transport. On the basis of the dislocation description of the GB and the Frank-Bilby model, the slow-fast diffusion transition is identified to result from dislocation core overlapping and is accurately predicted. The present Letter provides key mechanistic insights towards interpreting various experimental studies of H diffusion in metals, new critical knowledge for predictive modeling of H embrittlement, and better understanding of the kinetics of H and other interstitial impurities in microstructures.